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Presentation Notes
Important to understand what is meant by sustainabilityIt isn’t simply an environmental conceptSocial and economic factors are just as important as pillars of sustainability, and that’s the paradigm we’re operating underSustainability is also contextual  +methods sustainable in some places and scales may not be in others  +sustainability more nuanced than ‘not harming the environmentThree Pillars of SustainabilityEconomic Socio/culturalEnvironmentalSustainability requires tradeoffs and balanceSustainability is dependent on place For example:   +pedestrian walkability plans that work in dense downtown areas would not be applicable to less populated rural areas Transition: Now that our view of sustainability has been defined, we’d like to show how we’ll be relating it to our research….



PRESENTATION OUTLINE 

 Currently working on two related research projects 
to synthesize: 
 Sustainable Return on Investment Tools  
 Place-Specific Sustainability Indicators 

 Provide background on the research projects 
 Present preliminary findings  
 Discuss challenges and opportunities  
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Presentation Notes
Transition: These two related research projects are part of the NCDOT’s sustainability blueprint….



BACKGROUND:  
ORIGIN AND PURPOSE OF RESEARCH 

 North Carolina Department Of Transportation’s 
Sustainability Blueprint 
NCDOT desired a means to ascertain if sustainable 

practices were justifiable  
Also interested in indicators of sustainability to be 

used as performance measures   
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regarding ROI and sustainability we’re looking at not only the financial benefits, but indirect benefits that aren’t taken into consideration in standard ROI calculations.There hasn’t been a lot of research done in this area, so we’re looking within the transportation field and at other fields to see how sustainable ROI is approached in other industries. This requires tools to calculate return on investment (ROI) to affirm the case for implementationMany currently used metrics do not integrate the three dimensions of sustainability in ways that transportation executives and professionals can use for communicating with decision-makers.Indicators to be used as ideas for metricsNote: Leigh to add notes on Blueprint Framework	What	How Evaluation (connects to need for performance measures)One of the first deliverables the research project relating to the ROI portion of the blueprint was finding a tentative way to organize research findings….



ROI DATABASE ORGANIZATION: 
CATEGORIZATION OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 

 Searchable Database 
 Organized into following descriptive fields  

 Scale   
 Sub-Type of Sustainability    
 Type of Measurement      
 Focus of Tool      
 Applicable Project Types     
 Immediate Applicability to Transportation ROI  
 Transportation Decision-Making Phase   
 Methodology  
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NOTE: These fields are tentative and are subject to change as research progressesScale: Neighborhood; Project-specific; Regional/Corridor; Household/Building National; State; Local Sub-Type of Sustainability: Economic; Environmental; Socio-cultural Type of Measurement: Financial; Score; Emissions; Mitigated Fuel Cost; Other quantitative; QualitativeFocus of Tool: Efficiency; Longevity; General Cost/Benefit; Multimodal; Co-benefit Applicable Project Types: Highway and Roads Parking Safety Bicycle and Pedestrian Airport/Air travel Transit and Freight Rail Management  Maritime and Other Coastal Immediate Applicability to Transportation ROI: Low; Medium; HighTransportation Decision-Making Phase: Planning Development; Programming Project Development and Environmental Analysis; Maintenance ; Operations Design; Right of Way; Construction Methodology: Cost-Benefit Analysis  Life-Cycle Assessment Situational Assessment Optimization Environmental Impact Other(Indirect) Transition: These fields break down in the following ways….



Distribution of Tools 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SPECIAL NOTE: These subfields are not mutually exclusive, and one tool can have more than one designationCurrently at 150+ tools Available tools are developed as stand-alone resources and on an as-needed basis Vary greatly by UtilityScalefocus (not comprehensive)Type of Measurement: Other Quantitative - 33% (Tool with number outputs that aren’t financial, but can still be counted, such as tools that rely on scores. Example: Walkscore tool);  Financial - 27%Focus of Tool: Co-benefit - 36% (Tools that take into account the Cascading/Indirect benefits of sustainable methods. Example: SROI Tool); Efficiency – 30%Applicable Project Types: Highways and Roads – 26%; Management – 20%Methodology: Situational Assessment – 25%; a field reserved for tools that allow the user to take stock of the current situation, rather than work as pure ROI programs, although some tools used in ROI do provide situational assessments as well. An example of a situational assessment tool would be the Enablon IMS - Incident Management System, which is a safety-focused tool that allow managers to keep track of safety-related incidents.Optimization – 23% a field reserved for tools that streamline, simplify, or otherwise optimize a current process. It is often correlated with the ‘Situational Assessment’ field. An example of an optimization tool is CAD/AVL software, that provides automated next-stop announcements to real-time schedule adherence alerts, and passenger information systems, along with real-time automatic vehicle location status, simplified bus scheduling, better communication, route optimization and streamlined reporting. ��� 
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Scale: Project Specific - 33%; This field is specifically defined as the geographic dimensions that a tool can be applied towards. The terms are flexible and open to some leeway, and are intended as a general point of reference. A tool can be categorized in more than one subfield, depending on its applicability.Sub-Type of Sustainability: Economic – 42%Immediate Applicability to Transportation ROI Medium - 54%Low: If the tool did not originate in a transportation related industry and requires additional data and calculations in order to be made relevant to NCDOT projects it is given this classification Medium: If the tool is already related to transportation, but requires North Carolina-based data or is applicable to only a nominal part of the transportation process it is given this classification. Tools related to transportation but not specifically ROI related are also given this designation.High:  A ‘high’ classification is given to a tool that is directly relevant to ROI in transportation and can be immediately implemented in North Carolina, either because the tool is implemented by an outside contractor who will do the necessary preparation, does not require new data, or such data as is required is already available. Transportation Decision Making Phase: Planning Development 24%This field denotes the specific utility of the tool in the pre-implementation phase of a transportation project. NCDOT’s resource on how a road is built was used as the outline for the subfields below, which were adjusted to be applicable to a multitude of transportation projects, rather than simple highway construction.Transition: But what are the ways these tools can be used?



SUSTAINABLE RETURN ON INVESTMENT: FHWA 
SUSTAINABLE HIGHWAYS 

http://www.sustainabl
ehighways.org/ 
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From Source: “The purpose of this tool is to provide best practice information to enable practitioners to incorporate sustainability into system planning, project development, and operations & maintenance programs. In addition to providing a method for self-evaluation, the tool provides a platform for sharing successful practices. The self-evaluation tool has been developed with input from state and local transportation agency officials and staff and professional organizations such as AASHTO and ASCE.”�However, tools that rely on ‘scoring’ appear to fail to convey the importance of sustainable methods and their benefits to policy makers, because the ‘score’ seems somewhat arbitrary.  Therefore, one of the goals of the ROI work is to use tools and information gathered from them to make useful programs like the FHWA Sustainable Highways Tool more relevant to ROI calculations. In this case, a means to monetize or otherwise quantify the benefits of sustainable highways in a more meaningful way would make this tool an ideal resource for sustainable ROI calculation.Transition: So what would a tool that uses more digestible, useful monetary measures look like?��

http://www.sustainablehighways.org/�
http://www.sustainablehighways.org/�


SUSTAINABLE RETURN ON INVESTMENT AND THE 
TRIPLE BOTTOM LINE: HDR’S SROI 

http://www.hdrinc.com/about-
hdr/sustainability/sustainable-
return-on-investment 
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Presentation Notes
This tool puts a dollar value to what would not otherwise have a value thus giving a compound return on investment that has put all factors into consideration. Very complex tool with tremendous data needsMonetorizes social, economic and environmental issues. SROI determines the full value of a project by assigning monetary values to all costs and benefits—economic, social and environmental. The process provides decision support to increase the likelihood of project going forward by prioritizing sustainable initiative benefits. SROI will help communicate the full value of your sustainable initiative including direct, indirect/non-cash costs and benefits as well as the values of externalities that are generally overlooked in economic assessment and not revealed to stakeholdersWhy does Triple Bottom Line ROI Matter? Currently limited ways to calculate full triple-bottom costs and benefitsStandard ROI measurements don’t properly account for the environmental and social costs Transition: But how is this relevant to transportation?

http://www.hdrinc.com/about-hdr/sustainability/sustainable-return-on-investment�
http://www.hdrinc.com/about-hdr/sustainability/sustainable-return-on-investment�
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SUSTAINABLE RETURN ON INVESTMENT: 
OPPORTUNITIES 

 Provide long-term returns 
 Identify cascading benefits  
 Justify sustainable practices 

Images originally produced by FHWA 
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Presentation Notes
Cascading benefits are better suited to addressing the triple bottom line of sustainable methods because they do a better job of assessing the full range of benefits conferred by a longer-term focus on investment, rather than the option with the lowest up-front costTransition: But where there are opportunities, there are also challenges that will have to be addressed…



SUSTAINABLE RETURN ON INVESTMENT:  
CHALLENGES 

 Differentiating and addressing causal and 
correlated connections 

 Data Needs 
 Messaging  
 Establishing a means to link indicators to ROI 

tools 
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Both allow for more practical application of sustainabilityIndicators because they present sustainability in contextROI tools because they showcase financial costs and benefits of sustainability Transition: Now to find a means to tie sustainability indicators and ROI together, it is important to look at the overlap….



SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORTATION INDICATORS AND 
ROI: OVERLAP 

 Indicators and tools conceptually linked 
 An indicator database could inform what tools are 

used  
 Indicators can be generated from ROI tool outputs 
 Tools can be improved with a better set of 

indicators to provide guidance  
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Presentation Notes
-Tools can use indicators to identify the fields within the ROI database-Indicators are also in the output of certain ROI tools Tools and indicators can overlap with similar searchable database attributes. -Tools may actually imply causality and interrelationships between indicators (ex: input-output models imply causal relationship between money spent on transportation projects and job creation) . To highlight the importance of research, consider the study: Pedestrian and Bicycle Infrastructure: A National Study of Employment Impacts Garrett-Peltier, Heidi |  6/20/2011, found that “Pedestrian-only projects create an average of about 10 jobs per $1 million and multi-use trails create nearly as many, at 9.6 jobs per $1 million. Infrastructure that combines road construction with pedestrian and bicycle facilities creates slightly fewer jobs for the same amount of spending, and road-only projects create the least, with a total of 7.8 jobs per $1 million.”-Both allow for more practical application of sustainabilityIndicators because they present sustainability in contextROI tools because they showcase financial costs and benefits of sustainability Transition: That said, it’s important to understand how indicators will be sorted, and that brings us to place….



THE IMPORTANCE OF PLACE 
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Presentation Notes
Context Sensitive IndicatorsPlaces are differentDifferent places have different needsIndicators need to respond to unique needsThe importance of context of place can best be viewed visually. These four pictures represent radically different areas with different requirements to achieve sustainability, and henceforth would require different tools for calculating return on investment. An understanding of the needs of different place types and how sustainability is approached would better inform the selection of tools, and would also assist in identifying data sources to increasing the utility and accuracy of ROI tools.The top left picture of the Blue Ridge Parkway depicts a ‘natural’ environment, in which environmental considerations may be more important than they would be in highly urbanized or other areas (for instance, the narrow, winding road appears largely unfit for either fast traffic, heavy transportation, or other freight needs compared to the picture in the top right). In other words, an ideal natural setting implies a strong emphasis on natural and aesthetic preservation at the expense of economic development. Urban settings, however, may require greater consideration of congestion reduction and other economic efficiency measures while still balancing environmental concerns such as air quality.The top right and bottom left pictures represent spaces that have more in common, but still represent different needs regarding sustainability. It is likely the denser urban area seen in the bottom left has greater issues with congestion in its city center, and could likely benefit more from mass transit than the rural/small town seen in the top right. It should also be noted here that even within a comparatively small geographic area, sustainability needs can fluctuate. Note the less dense, more suburban area seen in the foreground on the bottom left picture. Transition: But that is all very complicated, and since we want to create usable database, these characteristics will have to be sorted. First we must define place…



CONTEXT SENSITIVE TRANSPORTATION 
INDICATORS 

 Defining Place 

Place Type Indicator 
Built 

Environment 
Economic 
Function 

Development 
Suitability 

Intersection Density X 

Patent density X 

Average lot size X X 

Ratio of building value to land value 
 

X 
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Presentation Notes
Build Environment: The physical form of the city, including infrastructure, land use, and densityEconomic Function: The role of the city in larger regional and national economies- i.e, a hub for innovation, a manufacturing center, a producer of raw materials, etc.Development Suitability: How prone is the area to development/redevelopment? Is the region quickly growing or shrinking? Should we expect local land use changes based on infrastructure investment?Transition: With place defined we can move on to indicators….



CONTEXT SENSITIVE TRANSPORTATION 
INDICATORS 

 Indicator Database 

Performance Indicator 
Environmental 

Capital 
Human and 

Social Capital 
Financial and 
Built Capital 

Per Capita Impervious Surface X 

Access to Basic Services X 

Percentage of Household Income 
Spent on Transportation 

X X 

Network/Intersection Density X X X 
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Presentation Notes
Three columns represent the three dimensions of sustainability (environment, social, economic) taken from the Santa Monica Sustainable City Plan.Impervious surface: correlated with runoff, water qualityAccess to basic services: human health, educational attainment, community cohesion, etc.HH income: “difficulty” of accessing services, employmentNetwork density: Increased walkability (enviro), increased “neighborhood-ness” (human & social), increased retail performance, ability to attract creative class workers (financial and built)Transition: So how do different indicators relate to one another regarding their various effects?



SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORTATION INDICATORS AND 
ROI: OVERLAP 

TRANSPORTATION 
PROJECT OR NEED 

TOOL SELECTION 

DIMENSION OF 
SUSTAINABILITY 

RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
TOOL DATABASE  

PLACE TYPE DATABASE 

TOOL OUTPUT 

 Research 
envisioned as an 
alternative 
analysis process 

 Graphic shown 
presents one 
way that the 
databases will 
be used 

 The specifics of 
the databases 
will continue to 
evolve as 
research 
continues 
 

INDICATOR DATA 

MONETARY OR 
OTHER PROJECT 
SPECIFIC DATA 
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Place type is first defined, then the master database is queried and an indicator set appropriate to the defined place is represented in the output. Additional data needs and contextual issues required to make this tool directly relevant to the problem or project at hand would be then taken into consideration.Scenario: Say a DOT is helping a medium-sized town of 40,000 with the feasibility and triple bottom line ROI on a mass transit system (Transportation Project or Need). They could first query the Place Type Database to establish what measures of sustainability would best fit that place, which would be supported by Indicator Data. The indicator data and place type would assist in the selection of certain fields (remind audience of pie charts) in the Return on Investment Tool Database. This search would lead to the selection of the ‘Urban Transit Cost-benefit Software Tool’, the ‘Green House Gas Equivalences Calculator,’ and the ‘True Cost of Driving Calculator’ that will cover the full cost and benefit of a mass transit system.Transition: Now this is one way we envision our databases being organized, but there is still a lot of work to be done….



ROI TOOLS AND INDICATORS:  
WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE 
 
 Best way to organize tools for integration into 

phases of transportation decision making 
 Identifying useful data sources 
 Research on causal links 
 Culture change: moving to non-traditional 

measures for decision making 
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Presentation Notes
Complete list of indicators currently collected by NCDOTInterest in only indicators or an aggregate scoring system?System-level, regional-level, or project-level  assessment?Compiling indicators and ROI tools that will allow for better application of sustainable conceptsCurrently working on database designs to better present the two concepts (refinement)This is envisioned as being a way to accurately present full cost cycle, triple bottom line costs and benefits for policy makers Following up with NCDOT Sustainability Working and Advisory GroupsTransition: So to summarize….
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